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ABSTRACT Informix structuredquery language (SQL)database products.3'4
A commercial spreadsheethas been used as an interface t,'_a set Because it is possible to link the spreadsheetwith the SQLdata-
of simple models to simulate possible nem/nal flow and failure base, we are investigating the possibility of using Wingz to pro-
scenario6 at the potential high-level nuclear waste repository at vide general controlof the dataflow between and the linkage of
Yucca Mountain,Nevada. Individual models coded inFORTRAN the various computer programsfor performance assessment at
are linked to the spreadsheet.Complementary cumulative proba- Sandia.Fifth, all of the capabilitiescan be accessed through user-
bility disWibutionfunctions resultingfrom the models areplotted programmablebuttons and pull-down menus. Finally, we arein-
through scripts associated with the spreadsheet. All codes are vest/gating the possibility of couplingWingz with the UNIXNet-
maintained undera source code control system for qualityassur- work Computing System5'6(NCS)to allow idle remote worksta-
ance. The spreadsheet andthe simple models canberunon work- tions or a server to perform the calculations in a loosely parallel
stations, PCs, and Macintoshes. The software system is designed manner. We are also investigating using the UNIX Network
so that theFORTRANcodes can be run on several machines if a Queueing System7 (NQS) to queue the calculations to a remote
network environment is available, calculational server.

INTRODUCTION PHILOSOPHY

• We have adspted a commercial spreadsheet software Our philosophy has been to utilize the spreadsheet as a
package, Wingz by Informix, 1 to provide graphics, data manipu- means of displaying and plot_ng the results of a series of simple
lation, and a front-end fora set of simple models that can be used models and as an interface between the models and both input
to calculate complementary cumulative probability disL_bution andoutput data sets for the models. Inorder to produce a CCDF,
functions (CCDFs)for total-system performance assessment for a a given model, coded inFORTRAN,may simulateand summarize
potential high-level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, several thousand realizationsrepresenting possible variations of
Nevada. Several advantages accrue from using this powerful a given scenario when it is called. This approach differs from
spreadsheet. First.,the spreadsheet is available onPC, Macintosh, those used by EPRI8 and Oolder.9 In the EPRIapproach, a logic
and UNIXworkstation platforms. Second, on each of these plat- tree is formed with theprobabilities associated with each branch
forms it is possible to call external C routines or FORTRANrou- being predetermined by a panel of experts. In the Oolder ap-
fines via C as though they were simply external Wingz functions, preach, values are drawnfrom probabilitydistribution functions.
When called from Wingz, external routines can return a flag to Although the applicationdescribed herehas been used to inter-
the spreadsheet that indicates their successful completionand can face to simple models, there is no reuon that it could not be ap-
write data files that can be rapidlyread by the spreadsheet. Be- plied to much more complex models. If this were done, the
cause it is possible to link multiple spreadsheets, a programsuch spreadsheet could provide Yucca Mountainperformance assess-
as a latin h. percube sampler2 (I.,HS)can be called to create a ment with a functionsimilarto that of the compliance assessment
spreadsheet of randomvalues selected froma bt_aor otherdistri- methodology controner, CAMCON10, developed for the Waste
bution function. A pointer links the LHS spreadsheet with the Isolation Pilot Plant.
main data set to provide random sampling. The results of the cal-
culations can be displayed on a third sheet to provide the basis for INTERFACE TOTHE SPREADSHEET
plotting the CCDF.Third, the package includes color grsphics
routines capable of driving any PostScript-compatible device. The interface to the Wingz spreadsheet is through the
Fourth, the Wingz spreadsheet is capable of interacting with the HyperScriptII language provided by InformJx. When Wingz is
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first executed, a "startup" script is automatically run that adds call FORTRAN programs are initiated through a simple highlight-
two pull-down menus to the menu bar. The first menu, "Utili. ing and clicking operation with the mouse by selecting an item
ties," permits copying • portion of the spreadsheet to a file, al> from a pull-down menu as shown in Figure 2 or, alternatively, by
pending a file to the spreadsheet, reading a FORTRAN file and clicking a radio button that has been incorporated in the spread-
converting it to internal Wingz representation, and executing a sheet. Once the FORTRAN calculations are complete and the as-
FORTRAN latin hypercube sampler program. The second menu, sociated flies have been written, internal calculations are initiated
"Events," cal]s scripts that execute FORTRAN programs for tim- by again using a simple mouse operation to select the "ftn_to_w-
ulating different scenarios including nominal - weeps, 12nominal ingz" option, shown highlighted in Figure I. The menus and ra-
- gas flow, 13 human intrusion via drilling, 14 volcanism, and tec- dio butWns used were easily developed using the Wingz Hyper-
tonism. Also included in this menu is • command to _eam a com- Script language. The interface to both the external and internal
posite CCDF by drawing values from CCDFs generated through calculations and to the plotting is transparent to the analyst. Infor-
the other simple model scenarios. As an indication of the power mation is available in the files to produce individual CCDFs and
of the HyperScript language, consider that the startup script is subsequently, with the click of a mouse button, a toud CCDF.
only 21 lines long, including 3 lines that are exclusively for

source code control purposes. The format of the pull.down menu PLOTTING SCRIPTS
for utility functions is shown in Figure Iand the menu for events

in Figure 2. Plotting scripts have been desigraxl to assist the analyst
and to provide the capability of demonstrating the effects of any
given group of radionuclides. When the outpw of an event model

! is read into the spreadsheet, an additional menu is automatically

generated and added to the main menu bar. This "CCDF" menu
W in do w V _l_iiltl_[_vm E v• n t s V contains buttons that call scripts that will plot a CCDF for a select-

ed series or for the total release from all isotopes, change the col-
or of a selected series, print the CCDF plot on either a black and
white or a color laser printer, delete a selected series from the
plot, or display a submenu that contains the names of a11rpdionu-
clides that have adetectable effect on the CCDF. The CCDF menu

and an isotopes submenu corresponding to those isotopes that are
predicted to be detectable after a set of 1000 realizations of a hu-

Figure 1. Pull-Down Menu for Utility Functions man intrusion scenario are shown in Figure 3.The resulling plot
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Figure 2. PuLl-Down Menu for Event Functions Sr-90
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EVENT MODELS U-23q
Pu-242

The event models that have been incorporated to date, Np-237
namely, norrunal flow, human intrusion, volcanism, and tec- C-lq
tonism, are coded in FORTRAN and return • value of 0 to the Th-230

spreadsheet when they are successfully executed or • value of -I Ni-63
if a problem occurs during execution. The Wingz interface to the
FORTRAN routines is through a C structure that is provided with Sm-15q
the Wingz package. C language routines can be called as external Am-2q2
functions from Wingz scripts. The C routines in turn call the Cm-243
FORTRAN programs. Communication to and from the FORTRAN
routines is through fries that can be written to and read from by

both the spreadsheet and the FORTRAN program. The scripts that Figure 3. CCDF Menu with Isotopes Submenu
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Figure 4. Complementary Cumulative Probability DisU'ibution Plot for a Human Intrusion Scenario

for the total and the 3 most abundant isotope= is shown in Figure by SCCS itself and is available using an SCCS command. The of.
4. When a CCDF plot is first generated, aLinerepresenting the to- ficial versions of the codesand scripts arekept on • file server,
ta] releases due to the event model and • line representing theEPA with working copies available on individual workstations.
limit are drawn. Next, the dis_bution of releases due to any ra-
dionuclide listed in the menu can be added to the plot. If several When • copy of • code or script is chocked out for com-

radionuclides are shown, each distribution may be given • differ- piling, the SCCS manager converts • set of macro codes into the
ent color. The line representing the contribution of any displayed current version number and the date and tirn_ of the last revision.
radionuclide can be deleted at any time. All plotting actionsare This information is carried in both the text of the code or script
controlled vi• mouse-driven menu actions and require no addi- and, through • variable, in the binary version. Through the UNIX
tional programming by the analyst. "what" command, it is possible to ascertain the versions of all

routines utilized in thedevelopment of • particular scenario seL

SOURCE CODE CONTROL Al] Wingz scriptshave been codedso that when they are caged,
they write their version number and creationdate in an assigned

The codes and scrip= used are under the control of the cell of the spreadsheet. The section of the Wingz spreadsheet that
UNIX Source Code Control System (SCCS).15'16This capability shows the names of the scripts used to plot and print Figure 4,

may be especially important in future developments of software along with their source code control information, is reproduced in
for use in quality.affecting analyses. SCCS keeps an audit trail of Figure 5.
who checks the scripts and codes in and out, who modifies them,
what version numbers go with the scripts and codes, and finally, We expect that in the near future • similar system can be

what versionshave gone into making the object fries and the ex- set up in such• way that the PCs(under DOS) have the samekind
ecutab]es.The checkout information is recordedin a log file via of automated, controlled access as the workstations.Currently,
• UNIX shell script, while other audit information is maintained PCs must make a remote connection to the server, use the server's

SCCS commands to get copies of the scripts or codes, and then
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the workstations. For the simple models discussed in this paper,
-4- ...................... --_ ....................... z.......... the results of using NCS sre ambivalent. Some scenarios are com-
_Ln....n_....v_....gz.-_.._._.....s_..0./._..0J..PJ.._.:_0_...pu_ in le*stimewh_eothersactu=dZytakelongerthanthey
._._.n.u._m.:__.l..:_...g!/.1.0_/..391..9_3".o5...... wouldby using a single machine. However, for the right types of

_p..!.ot_c..c_d..f':..t_._1..:1..91f./1.0/3..01.0.:1.3..._.| ..... problems and with the ever-inore_ing number of workstations,
ip..rntccclf.b<t 1.1 91/1 0/30 1 0:1 3:05 particularly fast workstations like the IBM RISC/6000 and the

...... Hew]el:t-Packard 700 series or multiprocessor systems like the
-I 't r .......... SUN SPARCserver 600 MP seri=, better performance can be

achieved using this method than by running on supercomputers.
Figure 5. Scripts Used While Plotting CCDF

NETWORK QUEUEING SYSTEM
u'ansfer the fries via the local area network (IAN). The worksts-

tions, on the oth_ hand, use the UNIX Network File System 17 NOS is a 5arch utility for UNIX systems that permits re-
(NFS) and their own SCCS commands to acquire copies of the mote batching to a computational server. This system is for com-
scripts and codes. In order to use the same system for both work- plete jobs, as opposed to NCS, which is for pieces of a job. NQS
stations and PCs, it may be necessary to switch to the UNIX Sys- is primarily used to send ajob from the Wingz spreadsheet to do
tem V Revision Control System 18'-19 (RCS) to accomplish the a large calculation on a remote server. The communication be-
same type of version control as SCCS. At this time, RCS does not tween the spreadsheet and the FORTRAN program performing the
seem to be quite as widely available as SCCS, but this should calculation can on]y be through files. NQS is much easier to use
change as the workstation vendors adopt System V, Release 4 as than NCS since user code does not run on the server(s) and more-
the UNIX operating system. Our/nit/al use of SCCS has shown it over, the simple command qsub i_ ali that is required. In addition,
to be a quite workable version-control system, and it is an integral the job can be submitted to run at night.
part of the UNIX operating system on SUNs, Crays, and Hewlett-
Packards as well as on many other UNIX platforms. Sin¢_ the way ajob is submitted using NQS is via a UNIX

script frie, we wrote a C code interface to al.low Wingz to call the
The major difference between SCCS and RCS is the way operating D'stem. To the user the interface is just another menu

the creamedfile is stored. In SCCS the first file creamedis stored button and a di=dog box to provide the qsub command with the

along with ali subsequent changes, that is, deltas, whereas in RCS needed argnments. However, the big difference between using
the final file is stored =dung with ag previous deltas. The various NQS and tl_=Wingz interfaces described earlier is tha_ NQS noti-
command names are different, but the final result is the same. fie, the user that the job has completed by sending a mail rees-
Moreover, conversion routines are available to convert from sage, not by displaying a number in the spreadsheet. Moreover,
SCCS to RCS if the need arises, because of _he use of a script file for job submittal, it was neces-

sary to eithor (1) use the UNIX remote copy command, tcp, in the

NETWORK COMPUTING SYSTEM script file to send the input datafiles to the machine doing the cal-
culations and to return the output fries or (2) modify the codes to

NCS permits the calculations to be spread over a network use data from a remotely rr,ounted frie system. Even with these
of workstations in a loosely parallel manner. Under NCS, pan of restrictions, we found that HQS can be used to provide a crude
the code runs on the workstation acting as a work-load server, parallel computing environment using the Wingz interface.
that is, a coordinator, while other parts of the code run on the oth-
er workstations, which are acting as computation clients. The Finally, in developing a CAMCON-type database system

server dispatches a piece of the calculation to a workstation that along with the ar_ociated calculation environment, NQS would
is currently free using a simple 'job jar' dispatching algorithm, lt play a key rule in allowing easy submitud of batch jobs coupled
should be noted that the server can simultaneously act as both to apossible Wingz front-ended database ca]culational system. In
server and a computation client. The stub codesthat handle the such a system, setsof input parameters would be stored in a data
interfacing between the ca]culational codes that run on the work- base. These parameters would be read by Wingz and manipulated
stations are built with a Network Interface Definition Language within the spreadsheet to the format required by a particular anal-
(NDIL) compiler. It is these stub codes that allow NCS to work ysis code. The manipulated data would be written to an interme-
with disparate architectures.These pieces are then startedon the diate frie, and Wingz would tag the analysis code as though it
workstations as UNIX daemons and wait for work to be dis- were an external function, using NQS to assign the calculation to

patched. The interface code is written in C and can call c,odes an appropriate computer or NCS to split the calculation among
written in C or FORTRAN, similar to the way Wingz interfaces to several computers if appropriate. Wingz would then wait for re-

ceipt of a flag or message indicating completion of the calcu]a-
C or FORTRAN. tions. Upon receipt of the flag or message, Wingz would read the

data file written by the analysis program. If necessary, Wingz
The _mplementation that we used for the parallel ca]cu-

would reformat the data in a manner consistent with an assigned
lations is almost identical to that used for aWingz call to a routine

standard and transfer the results to an output database.
on a single host.The changes needed to make the single host
codes that were discussed earlier work under NCS were reason-

ably minor and for the most part, straightforward. For this type
of parallel calculation to be effective, the c=dculation l_ne must
greatly exceed the communication time for data transfer berween
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